Press release

For those who want more from cooking
World première at IFA: The new Bosch Cookit makes
cooking easier than ever before
 The first food processor from Bosch with cooking function offers versatile
cooking options: Guided Cooking, numerous automatic programmes and
manual cooking mode
 Bosch Cookit is the only appliance on the market to support temperatures up
to 200 degrees and therefore perfect roasting aromas
 The smart XL pot with three-litre capacity is also ideal for more lavish family
meals

 Cooking inspirations can be sent with ultimate ease from the recipe pool to
Cookit via the Home Connect App, with the app illustrating the next
preparation steps required and the remaining cooking time

Berlin/Munich. Cooking for family is a source of pleasure for many – it is well
known that the way to the heart is through the stomach. Old family recipes,
children’s favourite meals and especially everyday dishes are usually high up the
menu. After all, homemade fare not only tastes delicious, it is also simply the
best. Freshly cooked meals made from the best of carefully chosen ingredients
and prepared lovingly are good for body and soul. With the demands of a
challenging job, numerous commitments and activities with family and friends,
there is often little time in people’s hectic everyday lives for preparing tasty homecooked meals.
Bosch is now launching its first connected multifunctional food processor with
cooking function on the market with Cookit, which responds precisely to this
challenge. Thanks to a host of time-saving features, it is really easy to cook fresh
and tasty meals at home every day.

Three cooking modes with limitless creativity in the kitchen
Give creativity free rein, trust in the numerous automatic programmes or maybe
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just use the step-by-step instructions today when cooking. All three cooking
modes are possible with Cookit. Use the step-by-step instructions, or the Guided
Cooking as it is known, to choose a favourite recipe from the many pre-installed
options offered and then simply try it out at home. Or take advantage of the
support offered by the automatic programmes. For ultimate fun experimenting,
Cookit offers manual cooking too. So those who just want to cook their way can
use all of Cookit’s functions to prepare their dish. Cookit therefore allows a
completely new type of personalised cooking.
It’s hotting up: precise temperature control up to 200°C
Cookit impresses not just thanks to individuality, but of course also because of the
technical precision that is typical of Bosch. A wide variety of dishes can be served
up to perfection at precise temperatures above 37 degrees – from gently
fermented yoghurt to salmon fillet cooked sous vide to juicy fillet steak. Things
can really heat up in the kitchen with Cookit, with maximum temperatures of up to
200 degrees – also with manual cooking. Caramelising, crisp browning and real
roasting aromas could not be easier.
Smart pot for ultimate enjoyment
With its XL pot with three-litre capacity, Cookit is ideal for more lavish family
meals. Second helping? Not a problem – there’s always plenty to go around with
Cookit. But the pot can do even more. In terms of diameter, it corresponds to an
average-sized pan and also allows steaks and vegetables to be sautéed on its
extensive surface. Thanks to smart sensor technology inside the pot, two
additional heat sensors continuously measure and align the temperature setting
on the bottom and insides. This ensures absolute precision and perfect results.
Professional toolkits for the kitchen
Those who like variety when cooking need a wealth of utensils for the individual
cooking steps to prepare the individual ingredients and thus ensure perfect
results. Cookit provides this equipment automatically in the kitchen: fitted with
multiple professional accessories, Cookit ensures the best results for every dish.
Whether shredding, kneading or mixing – with universal blades, 3D mixing and
twin beater whisks, preparations are quick, precise and uncomplicated. Even
cutting fine vegetables strips is really convenient thanks to the special cutting and
shredding discs. Small and large quantities or even three different food items can
be prepared gently at the same time with the steam cooking accessories
supplied.
Connectivity for even greater convenience and possibilities
The connected Cookit can be used even more conveniently with the Home
Connect App. The constant stream of new recipes can be sent with ease from the
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extensive recipe pool to Cookit, including multiple inspirations from the Kitchen
Stories recipe platform. At the same time, the Home Connect App allows the
current cooking progress to be tracked flexibly – on the smart phone or even via
innovative voice control. For example, users can ask Amazon Alexa from the
comfort of the couch when food will be ready and promptly receive the response
“Your risotto will be ready in ten minutes”. The attractive Home Connect partner
network already makes Cookit an integral part of tomorrow’s connected kitchen.
65 years’ experience combined in one appliance
Cookit combines more than 65 years of Bosch experience and know-how in
producing food processors, ovens and cooktops with the latest digital technology
and thus masters the balancing act between maximum versatility and perfect
results. Thanks to absolute sensor precision, maximum achievable temperature,
large cooking volume and digital support, Cookit is the ideal cooking partner for
every day and every occasion. Home cooking is now incredibly simple and always
perfect.
The Bosch Cookit will be presented for the first time at IFA 2019 and will be
available from the beginning of 2020.
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The name Bosch is known worldwide as a symbol of excellent quality and reliability. For over
85 years, its home appliances have also honoured this claim: Bosch is Europe’s leading
household appliances manufacturer. Its products are based exclusively on the real
requirements of modern households. Thanks to trendsetting technology and surprisingly simple
solutions, they effortlessly achieve perfect results and simplify everyday life. In addition, high
quality, precisely finished materials and a timeless, internationally acclaimed design ensure
noticeable quality and sustainability. A recognised high service quality cements the trust of the
user in the brand and underpins the Bosch guiding principle, “invented for life”.

For more information, visit www.bosch-home.com.
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